Introduction
Hypertext research involves many contemporary topics including artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction, information system and social psychology. Hypertext is a new means for knowledge representation. As in a semantic net, information in hypertext is represented as a set of nodes connected to mch other by a set of links which represent relationships between the nodes.
While hypertext is superior to text for information representation at many aspects, for various reasons, the paper form of documents still dominates the dissemination of information and massive information is available in Permission to copy without fee all or part of this meterid lo grented provided that the copies me not mede or distributed for direct oommercief sidvsntege, the ACM copyright notice and the titfe of the publication and its date appeer. qnd notice ie given thet copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery.
To copy otherwiee, or to republish, requires e fee end/or specific permission. The Dexter model divides a hypertext system into three layers, the runtime layer, the storage layer and the within-component /ayer (see Figure 1) . The storage layer only provides the mechanisms to organize components (nodes) and links to form hypertext networks without considering the contents of components (figure 2), which is the task of the within-component layer. The interface between the storage layer and within-component layer is an anchoring mechanism which is used for addressing (referring to) locations or items within the content of an individual component. The runtime layer focuses l~how a componenthetwork is presented to users. Between the runtime layer and storage layer, there is an interilux ealledpresentation spect~cations, which provides a mechanism to eneode the information about presentation into the hypertext network at the storage layer.
SGML-MUCH system
The SGML-MUCH (S-M) system was designed as an I/O sub-system of the MUCH collaborative authoring system but it ean also be used for general format and text-hyper- 
MUCH document database
Conceptually, the document database is a hypermedia database and the information is organized as a database of richly-linked nodes. A node is a unit of information retrievable from the database, as well as a semantic unit of the subject matter.
The document database is organized following a simplified Dexter model with the link mechanism shown in To define a DTD to represent hypertext, one needs an underlying reference model, such as the Dexter model. On the basis of this model, the SGML-MUCH (S-M) DTD can be defined in such a way that a document is composed of many blocks and links. A block is a subject matter corresponding to a section of paragraphs in a text document. A link is an element with an attribute list which includes link type, source and destination points, and other information. A link element is embedded in the source node and points to the destination node with anchor IDs for both source and destination. The location of the two end points can be resolved by the anchors in the node information.
One requirement for the S-M DTD is that the document marked-up by this DTD should be able to be processed as a normal text document. In order not to interfere with the normal structure of the text documents, a new 'info' element is defined to represent the node attributes instead of using the AITLIST of the node. Besides, both 'info' and 'link' elements are defined as optional sub-elements in the heading element in every block, By simply ignoring these two elements, a document can be processed s4~normal SGML document. Figure 5 is a part of the DTD showing the structure of the SGML documents. To generate hypertext from an SM DTD compliant document, the import program operates on the markup document to generate an abstract hypertext as follows:
*
The document is parsed and a tree structure of the outline is reproduced in accordance with the structured document.
For each pointer to a bibliographic citation or a footnote, the complete citation or footnote is located and associated with the pointer. * Each authordefined index term is copied into an index node. Next the index terms of that node are sorted alphabetically, and a link is created between each index term in a text block and its corresponding entry in the index node. * For sections with "info" and/or "links" elements, usually in a MUCH exported document, the information in the "info" element is resolved and extra links not implied in the linear representation are created. In case of normal text documents which have no "info" or "links" elements, default information will be used to fill the attributes of node-info components.
When importing a document which was exported from MUCH, the import program must guarantee that all the information that was exported can be restored without corrupting the document database. While importing the exported document, conflicts between the imported document and the existing document database may occur. For example. some nodes of a particular document may have been changed since the last export. In these cases, when the exported document needs to be imported again, the import program will check and try to solve these conflicts, The import program also allows users to decide how to update a document database with an imported document.
Converting SGML Documents to Other Hypertext Systems
The MUCH document database is a macro literary hypertext which is not suitable for hypertext distribution.
However, the S-M system can automatically generate hypertext for several browsing systems, including Guide and Hyperties, from a linear document by going through the S-M representation.
With this function, hypertext interchange between MUCH and other hypertext systems can also be realized.
Several hypertext systems define a specialized, or hypertext, markup language so that they can read an ap- The identifier of each markup is the only way to connect the source and destination of a link, therefore it must be unique throughout the whole document. ICA can automatically map static strings from one format to another but it cannot handle a string like Identifier whose value depends on the values of other identifiers. In addition to the context related components, ICA cannot handle materials which are dynamically generated whilst converting, such as "Table of Contents (TOC)" and "Index list" which include links to different locations. To generate browsing hypertext, by using the ICA toolset to increase productivity, we adopted a hybrid approach, namely using the ICA for format conversion and adding several perl scripts to deal with the dynamic and context-related materials.
The S-M system, along with the MUCH system, has been used in our daily work for document processing. Each member of the group can put his documents in various formats into the MUCH database and share these documents with others. Several textbooks have been written using the MUCH system and then translated into hypertext versions for Guide and Hyperties using the S-M system. hypertext into text as a hypertext interchange format, the text tile needs to carry special information which is not normally conveyed in a traditional document. such as the author and date for a particular section and the referential links missed in the hierarchical structure.
The S-M system uses an SGML DTD which can represent hypertext structure and, at the same time, maintain the structure of linear text documents. Using this DTD as a standard representation, hypertext can be exported to an SGML document without losing any information. The generated document can be processed by a normal document processing system. Once this document is imported back into the hypertext system, all information can be recovered. Because the generated document bears hypertext information, hypertext for other hypertext systems such as Guide and Hyperties can be automatically generated. In a newly generated hypertext, in addition to those links explicitly provided in the generated document, more links can be generated through computing. We have experimented with the (semi-) automatic generation of alternate outlines and derived index, and got some promising results. By making use of the hypertext features, one could explore more finctions for dynamic document generation.
The current version of the S-M DTD is more or less linked to the MUCH model. When Mme other systems with different underlying models are considered, this DTD may have to be modified. To support system independent hypertext interchange, there are several unsolved problems which deserve firther study.
